Evonik Porphyrio is a KU Leuven University spin-off coming from the Bioscience Engineering department. Founded in 2013, Porphyrio takes up a protagonist role in the digital revolution of the livestock production sector. Since 2018, Porphyrio is part of the Evonik Group. Technologies such as Big Data ICT & IoT, will play an important role in one of the biggest challenges we are facing in this world: feeding 9-10 billion people by 2050!

For our office in Leuven (Belgium) we are currently searching for a (m/f)

**TECHNICAL ANALYST**

**What can you expect?**

Agriculture is THE sector to profit from the Internet of Things and Big Data! And IoT & Big Data are the foundation of the Evonik Porphyrio business. Our solutions handle and streamline data coming from livestock operations worldwide. We give INSIGHT into these data via a BI Dashboard. So, do you want to join a team in which you can make a difference; Be part of the technical design team; Come in contact with IoT innovations and cutting-edge cloud solutions?

Leuven is a young and vibrant university city located about 30 minutes from Brussels. Enjoy the beautiful old town with its numerous cafes and restaurants alongside plenty of opportunities to spend your evenings and get to know very open-minded and kind people!

**Who are we looking for?**

- A passionate technology enthusiast with at least 5 years of experience within a development environment.
- Capability to communicate fluently in English.
- Enthusiastic and a real team player.

**As a Technical Analyst, you will:**

- Create and maintain technical documentation on existing and new solutions
- Maintain full integration diagram of all applications
- Assist Technical Architect in Project delivery procedures
- Assist Technical Architect in solution design
- Plan, organize and follow up on solution deployments (automated and manual)
- Validate and document security requirements for all solutions
- Understand the product on a technical and functional level, understand the business drivers of our clients, drive solution design in line with the standard offering and product roadmap, keep a strong focus on quality, and deliver scalable solutions that address the business needs of our clients.
- Work closely with Product Management and Development to identify features that are product candidates. So that when prioritized these features can be inserted in the product roadmap and developed.

**Additional skills**

- Experience with Agile software development and continuous integration.
- Able to mentor and give technical advice and direction if needed.
- Good understanding of cloud possibilities and limitations in the areas of distributed systems, load balancing and networking, massive data storage and security.

**What are we offering?**

A challenging and key position in a young, dynamic and growing company which is in the middle of Cloud/Big Data/Al revolution in the Agrisector, with ample possibilities to develop yourself with the company. We offer you a competitive salary, based on experience and results, the necessary technical tools for you to do your work and extra-legal advantages such as meal vouchers, health care, group insurance, eco vouchers.

**Enthusiastic when you read about this opportunity?**

Send your application now to info@porphyrio.com
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